
Enzymes & Metabolism
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Energy Review
Energy - the ability to do work
Kinetic Energy - Energy of Motion
Potential Energy - Stored Energy
First Law of Thermodynamics - the law of conservation of 
energy (energy can’t be created/destroyed/is always 
conserved)
Second Law of Thermodynamics - energy cannot be 
changed without a loss of useable energy (heat)

Chemical Rxns Review
in a chemical equation: Reactants --> Products
Exergonic - releases free energy | Endergonic - absorbs 
free energy
Exothermic - releases HEAT | Endothermic - absorbs 
HEAT

what is metabolism?

how does energy relate to metabolism?
what about the laws of thermodynamics?

what about exergonic/endergonic rxns?
or exo/endothermic?

Metabolism
metabolism = the sum of all of the chemical 
rxns in an organism
includes:
● catabolism -  set of metabolic pathways that breaks 

down molecules into smaller units; releases energy
● anabolism - set of metabolic pathways that 

construct molecules from smaller units; requires energy

Catabolic Rxns
● breaks polymers into monomers 

through hydrolysis
● monomers can be used as 

building blocks or...
● monomers can be broken apart 

as well to release energy
● examples: any rxn in digestion 

or respiration, the breakdown of 
glucose



Are catabolic rxns exergonic or endergonic?

Exothermic or endothermic?

What is the source of energy? Where does it 
go?

Anabolic Rxns
● combines monomers into 

polymers through dehydration 
synthesis

● requires energy and/or 
monomers released from 
catabolic rxns

● examples: rxns in DNA 
replication, protein synthesis, 
photosynthesis

Are anabolic rxns exergonic or endergonic?

Exothermic or endothermic?

What is the source of energy? Where does it 
go?

what are the 
“useful forms 
of energy”?

what are “the 
many 
molecules that 
form the cell”?

what are “the 
many building 
blocks”?

what are “the many molecules that form the cell”?

polymers - carbohydrates, lipids, proteins, 
nucleic acids



what are “the many building blocks”?

monomers - monosaccharides, amino acids, 
nucleotides

what are the “useful forms of energy”?

ATP (Adenosine Triphosphate) - the energy 
currency molecule in cells
● produced using energy from catabolic rxns
● contains the energy needed/used in anabolic 

rxns

Structure of ATP

lots of energy contained in these bonds

Functions of ATP
1. CHEMICAL WORK - Supplies energy 
needed to make macromolecules that make up 
the cell (and organism)
2. TRANSPORT WORK - Supplies energy 
needed to pump substances across the cell 
membrane
3. MECHANICAL WORK - supplies energy 
needed to make muscles contract and other 
cellular parts to move (ex. flagella)

ADP + P → ATP
energy from catabolic 
rxns
energy stored in bond 
b/w 2nd and 3rd 
phosphate

Synthesis of ATP

from 
catabolic 
rxns

for anabolic 
rxns, 
movement

Hydrolysis of 
ATP
ATP → ADP + P
energy released from 
the bond b/w 2nd 
and 3rd phosphate
energy used for 
anabolic rxns

for anabolic 
rxns, 
movement

from 
catabolic 
rxns



Can ATP be recycled?

How do you know?

Chemical Rxns Review

activation energy = amt. of energy needed to 
start a chemical rxn
catalyst = speed up chemical rxns by lowering 
activation energy

what is a biological catalyst called? Enzymes = protein molecules that act as 
biological catalysts to speed up biochemical rxns

Properties of Enzymes:
● made of proteins
● speed up chemical rxns
● needed only in small amounts
● remain unchanged after each rxn & can 

therefore be reused
● each is specific for a substrate

How enzymes function
-bring reactants together so they don’t have to 
expend energy until they collide at random

-bind to specific reactant molecules (called the 
substrate) at a site on the enzyme molecule called 
the active site

this forms an enzyme-substrate complex



what type of energy is needed for 
molecules to react by colliding at 
random?

what is another advantage to enzymes bringing 
reactants together, other than reduced energy 
needed?

How enzymes function

-position reactants correctly, so they don’t have to 
overcome forces that would push them apart

-allows molecules to interact with less energy

what forces would cause molecules 
to keep apart?

How enzymes function
the products are released from active site
enzyme is unchanged

why is it important that enzymes are 
unchanged at the end of the 
reaction?

2 kinds of rxns
degradation - breaks substrate into pieces; catabolic
synthesis - combines substrates into larger product; 
anabolic

http://www.stolaf.
edu/people/giannini/flashanimat/enzymes/prox-
orien.swf
enzyme animations
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=CZD5xsOKres
enzymes music video
http://youtu.be/NdMVRL4oaUo

http://www.stolaf.edu/people/giannini/flashanimat/enzymes/prox-orien.swf
http://www.stolaf.edu/people/giannini/flashanimat/enzymes/prox-orien.swf
http://www.stolaf.edu/people/giannini/flashanimat/enzymes/prox-orien.swf
http://www.stolaf.edu/people/giannini/flashanimat/enzymes/prox-orien.swf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CZD5xsOKres
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CZD5xsOKres
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CZD5xsOKres
http://youtu.be/NdMVRL4oaUo
http://youtu.be/NdMVRL4oaUo


what factors would affect the activity 
of enzymes?

what factors would affect chemical 
reaction rates?

Factors that affect enzyme activity
1. substrate concentration
2. temperature
3. pH
4. enzyme concentration
5. enzymatic inhibition

substrate concentration
higher substrate concentration → faster rxn up 
to a maximum rate
still limited by enzyme concentration, etc. 

temperature
rxn rates increase as temp increases up to a 
point
if the temp gets too low/high, enzymes may 
denature - breakdown & no longer function
ex. in humans, most biochemical rxns work 
best at the normal body temp. of 98.6˚F

effect of temperature on enzymes

how does 
increasing temp 
change the rate 
of reaction?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CZD5xsOKres


pH
all enzymes have a specific pH they function in
outside of their pH range they denature
ex. digestive enzymes secreted in the acidic 
environment (low pH) of the stomach help 
break down proteins into smaller molecules

effect of pH on enzymes
how would 
increasing the pH 
change the rate of 
reaction?

enzyme concentration
higher enzyme concentration → faster rxn up to 
a maximum rate
still limited by substrate concentration, etc.

enzymatic inhibition
2 types: competitive 
inhibition = inhibiting 
molecule binds to active site
prevents substrate from 
attaching

non-competitive inhibition = inhibiting 
molecule binds to another part of enzyme, 
changing its shape so it can’t bind to substrate

aka allosteric inhibition

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E90D4BmaVJM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E90D4BmaVJM

